SUPPLICANT OF MORGOTH

As usual I’ve primed the miniature in
black followed with some grey and
white zenithal highlights applied from
above:

I’m first providing a pure white undercoat for the wand:

We can also do some dry brushing
to sharpen the textures:

And I’m now just sketching in some
initial values with white/pale gray:

I’ve also sketched out some OSL coming from the wand:

I’m now going to colour the skin using Militarum Green for the shadows and Plaguebearer Flesh for the areas
of highlight:

Natrually I’m blending the tones whilst wet on the miniature:

For the main robes and the feet I’ve chosen to use Wyldwood and Skeleton Horde:

I’ve also used Skeleton Horde for
the little pouches etc:

For the outer layer of clothing I’ve
chosen to use Violet darkened with
a little Black, and I’ll be placing
some initial OSL highlights with the
addition of some Fuchsia:

I chose the matte Scalecolor paints for this area to create a soft finish to
contrast against the more glossy, leather texture of the rest of the clothing:

I’m now adding the more magenta-like highlights:

Elsewhere we can place some initial highlights with pure Violet:

Here I’m using some thinned
Gryph-Charger Grey for the handle
of the wand:

For the symbol on the belt I’m using
Japanese Uniform darkened with
some Black:

And I decided to paint the string
of gems/stones using pure Black
(VMC):

I’m now once again using Skeleton
Horde for the bracelets:

I’m thinning this a fair bit, and will
Next I’m going to use some Fluoresbuild the saturation up in a couple
cent Magenta to colour the wand:
of layers to my liking:

I’m also hitting the surrounding area/left arm with this:

I’m now building up the OSL on the surrounding robes, here mixing in some white to increase the values, then
increasing the level of Magenta on top:

I’ve also added some quite sharp
I’m now highlighting the symbol us- And now with increasing amounts
Fluorescent Magenta highlights to
ing pure Japanese Uniform:
of Ice Yellow:
the face:

I’m now adding some small, sharp
I’m then adding a few glints with
highlights to the black stones with
the Fluorescent Magenta:
the addition of some White:

I’ve gone up to pure White in a cou- And I’m now once again adding
ple of stages to create a shiny look:
some touches of Magenta:

And here I’m adding a few highFor the little bottles I’ve chosen to use Flat Green mixed with a little Black
lights by mixing in some White and
(pretty much any colour would be fine though):
a little Japanese Uniform:

And here I’m once again adding
some reflective glints of Magenta:

I’m now using some Buff mixed with a little Black and some Flat Brown to
add a few highlights to the brown robes etc:

And here I’m adding some dirty
weathering to the base of the
robes:

For the blade of the dagger on the back I’m using Dark Sea Blue mixed
with some Black and some White:

And now highlighted with the addition of some Ice Yellow:

Here I’m just playing a bit further
with the weathering:

I’m now giving the base a dry brush
as usual:

Whilst that dries I’m darkening the
Followed with some Agrax EarthI’m now adding some grass etc to
opening in the sleeves, and providshade:
the base:
ing a little black lining elsewhere:

And here I’m returning to extgend
and refine some of the Magenta
OSL:

I’m now just dotting in the eyes and picking out the teeth with some Deck
Tan:

And this completes the Supplicant
of Morgoth!

PAINT LIST
Titanium White (S)
Black (VMC)
Militarum Green (GW)
Plaguebearer Flesh (GW)
Wyldwood (GW)
Skeleton Horde (GW)
Violet (SC)
Black (SC)
Fuchsia (SC)
Gryph-Charger Grey (GW)
Japanese Uniform (VMC)
Fluorescent Magenta (VMC)
Ice Yellow (VMC)
Flat Green (VMC)
Flat Brown (VMC)
Buff (VMC)
Deck Tan (VMC)

GW = Games Workshop, VMC = Vallejo Model Color, VGC = Vallejo Game Color, S = Schmincke, DR = Daler Rowney,
SW = Secret Weapon, SW = Secret Weapon

